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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all those residents and workers in the ward who took the 

trouble to respond to this survey.  

We recognise the seriousness of the current situation with congestion and air pollution, unfortunately there 

are no simple answers but we are determined to do what we can to improve both.  

The survey was based upon an options paper prepared by City transportation officers recently - your views on 

the possible measures outlined will strongly shape our stance on these. 

Many of the possible solutions require a pan London approach, for example, TfL control all traffic light phasing 

and bus routes in the City and key roads such as Embankment and New Bridge Street. Although Fleet Street is 

a City road we must seek agreement from TfL for any significant changes we might wish to make.  

Your input will also influence how we engage with the GLA, TfL and the London Boroughs to address the 

London wide solutions to traffic congestion and air pollution (a significant percentage of which originates 

outside the City). Where necessary we will press officers and use our own personal contacts outside the City to 

ensure progress is made. 

Even where a pan London approach is not necessary there are additional constraints; utilities have a statutory 

right to work on the highways for essential repairs (only 2 hours notification is needed) and upgrades. 

Developments with planning permission are entitled to commence work when they want. Clearly there is 

scope for optimisation by combining utility works on roads, off peak working and engaging with developers to 

reduce the impacts of new developments, and we will work to ensure that focus on this is maximised.  

Where improvements can be made by direct City action we will do our best to ensure that funds are made 

available and that improvements are implemented as quickly as possible. 

We will be sharing the results of this survey with the City Highways team of officers. 

If you have any comments on this report, we would be very pleased to hear from you – please email us at: 

    enquiries@castle-baynard.org.uk 

 

     



SummarySummarySummarySummary    
 

Both residents and workers feel very strongly that traffic congestion and air pollution are serious problems. 

The introduction of the new segregated cycle super highways is felt to have made traffic congestion much 

worse. Unless a very good case can be made we will be reluctant to support implementing additional 

segregated cycle lanes (which cannot be shared with vehicles) in the City. However, we do feel that cycling 

should be encouraged and made as safe as possible, so we will support additional measures such as more cycle 

‘quiet ways’. 

There is moderate support from residents for optimising bus routes, worker opinion is split. We feel that the 

significant number of large practically empty buses in the City between the morning and evening rush hours 

should be addressed. We will be raising this issue with TfL but will emphasise that essential services must be 

maintained. 

There is no clear support from either group on excluding vehicles from key roads and junctions or increasing 

parking charges.  

Strong support from both groups was expressed for consolidation of deliveries for large buildings to reduce 

trips, relaxing planning conditions to enable evening and night time deliveries and increasing loading 

restrictions. We will support these measures but favour evening rather than deliveries after 11pm for 

businesses near residential premises. 

There was a majority in favour of providing more space for pedestrians although a significant proportion of 

residents strongly disagreed. Given the historic mediaeval layout of the roads and narrow alleys in the City, 

and the high daytime population, street and walkway space in the City is a scarce precious resource. The 

allocation of this space must be carefully evaluated.  Given this, we will only support providing more space for 

pedestrians on wide roads where this will not jeopardise traffic movement (such as Cheapside) and pedestrian 

volumes are high. We do not believe that Fleet Street is sufficiently wide for the Cheapside model to be 

replicated although improvements on this street should be possible. 

Both groups support a complete ban on older more polluting older diesel vehicles. We will support measures 

that discourage these vehicles (not Euro 6 compliant) being used in the City (such as an additional charge) or 

an outright ban. We recognise that this could cause hardship but the seriousness of the situation means that 

urgent action is required. We will not support moves to ban newer (Euro 6 compliant) diesel and non ZEC 

vehicles at the moment. 

Lack of Enforcement was mentioned by several respondents – if this was beefed up and illegal waiting (private 

hire vehicles and waiting chauffeurs) and unloading controlled, people feel that traffic congestion would 

improve. This could also help with illegally parked vehicles with idling engines. We will press for more 

resources to be deployed on a permanent basis quickly to address this problem. 

 

  



Question 1 Question 1 Question 1 Question 1 ––––    StatusStatusStatusStatus    
 

This question asked whether respondents were residents or workers, the question allowed multiple categories 

to be chosen. 

 

 

The survey was distributed by sending out an email with a link to the survey questions on our team members' 

web site at http://castle-baynard.org.uk/ 

The total number of respondents was 184, 12 respondents did not complete the full survey (leaving 172 who 

did).  

The response rate of those who completed the survey as a percentage of those who were invited to 

participate was 16%. This rate is high compared with normal City consultations and is likely to indicate how 

important our residents and workers feel about this issue.  

The reason that the response counts do not total 177 is that 12 respondents are both resident and work in the 

City. 

Seven respondents classified themselves as non-worker and non-resident and are excluded from the 

worker/residents’ analysis but are included in the overall results shown in Appendix 2. 

 

 

 



Question 2Question 2Question 2Question 2    ----    What Modes of Transport Do You Use in the City?What Modes of Transport Do You Use in the City?What Modes of Transport Do You Use in the City?What Modes of Transport Do You Use in the City?    
 

 

The underground is the most heavily used mode of public transport - both residents and worker groups have 

similar usage patterns. Buses are also frequently used by both groups. 

Cycling at the moment is only used by a minority of both groups. 

As expected workers who commute use over-ground trains more, private vehicle usage is very low for both 

groups.  

Black taxis are used by a minority of people from both groups; private hire cabs (such as Uber) are used less 

than taxis at the moment. Not surprisingly everyone who is able bodied walks (one exception). 

There was one mention of the River Bus and one of motor cycling. 

 



Question 3 Question 3 Question 3 Question 3 ––––    Views on Traffic Reduction OptionsViews on Traffic Reduction OptionsViews on Traffic Reduction OptionsViews on Traffic Reduction Options    

 

Residents and workers have no clear position on increasing the congestion charge or widening the area of 

London which is covered, consequently we will not press for this. 

Both residents and workers expressed a moderate preference for introducing usage based road pricing. 

However, this may not be quickly implementable (and to some extent is currently levied through fuel charges). 

This option does have the real attraction of precisely targeting behaviour change by focussing on higher usage 

vehicles which cause more congestion and air pollution than those used less frequently. 

There is moderate support from residents for optimising bus routes, worker opinion is split. It would be helpful 

to understand the reasons for this better. We feel that the significant number of large practically empty buses 

in the City between the morning and evening rush hours should be addressed. We will be raising this issue 

with TfL but will emphasise that essential services must be maintained. 

There is no clear support from either group on banning cars and private hire vehicles from key roads and 

junctions. As a consequence, we will only support this in exceptional circumstances. 

The balance of opinion from both groups does not support banning London taxis from key roads and junctions. 

As a consequence, we will await the results of the ‘Bank on Safety’ trial but even assuming that this is 

successful we will only support this measure in exceptional circumstances. 

No strong support was expressed for increasing parking charges, although residents are more favourably 

disposed to the idea. We will not support increases that are above normal inflation linked levels. 



Question 4 Question 4 Question 4 Question 4 ––––    Smoothing Road Usage OptionsSmoothing Road Usage OptionsSmoothing Road Usage OptionsSmoothing Road Usage Options    
 

 

Strong support from both groups was expressed for consolidation of deliveries for large buildings to reduce 

trips. There is no obvious obstacle to implementing this and we will press for large existing buildings to be 

approached to explore this. This is already standard City planning policy for large new developments.  

Other options such as engaging businesses to encourage staff to use companies such as Doddle to accept 

personal internet deliveries (rather than deliveries to offices) should be explored. 

Both groups supported relaxing planning conditions to enable evening and night time deliveries but residents 

have some reservations. We will support this but favour evening (rather than deliveries after 11pm) for 

businesses near residential premises. 

Both groups supported increasing loading restrictions, but lack of enforcement was mentioned in the 

comments. We will press for this to be reviewed and also support deploying additional City officers solely 

focussed on keeping traffic moving.



Question 5 Question 5 Question 5 Question 5 ––––    Active Transport Options (Walking and CyclinActive Transport Options (Walking and CyclinActive Transport Options (Walking and CyclinActive Transport Options (Walking and Cycling)g)g)g) 

 

There was a majority in favour of providing more space for pedestrians although a significant proportion of 

residents strongly disagreed. Walking is overwhelmingly the largest way that people get around in the City 

(over 400,000 daily during week days). 

Given the historic mediaeval layout of the roads and narrow alleys in the City, and the high daytime 

population, street and walkway space in the City is a scarce precious resource. The allocation of this space 

must be carefully evaluated.  Given this we will only support providing more space for pedestrians for wide 

roads where this will not jeopardise traffic movement (such as Cheapside) and pedestrian volumes are high. 

We do not believe that Fleet Street is sufficiently wide for the Cheapside model to be replicated although 

improvements to the street should be possible. 

A large majority of residents opposed reserving more space for cyclists (such as segregated cycle ways), 

workers were more evenly divided. Comments were made pointing out the negative consequences for 

congestion around Ludgate Circus caused by the North South cycle super highway. The point was also made 

that these segregated lanes although heavily used during rush hours are practically empty during other times 

when the adjacent road spaces are clogged due to lack of road space. 

Unless a very good case can be made we will be reluctant to support implementing additional segregated cycle 

lanes (which cannot be shared with vehicles) in the City. However, we do feel that cycling should be 

encouraged and made as safe as possible so we will support additional measures such as more cycle ‘quiet 

ways’. 

 



Question 6 Question 6 Question 6 Question 6 ––––    Air Pollution ReductionAir Pollution ReductionAir Pollution ReductionAir Pollution Reduction    
 

 

There is a slight balance of opinion in favour of banning non ZEC vehicles at certain times.  

Both groups support a complete ban on older more polluting older diesel vehicles. We will support measures 

that discourage these vehicles (not Euro 6 compliant) being used in the City (such as an additional charge) or 

an outright ban. We recognise that this could cause hardship but the seriousness of the situation means that 

urgent action is required. 

There was no clear view from either group on banning all diesel vehicles such as the newer Euro 6 compliant 

diesel vehicles which generate far less air pollution than older vehicles. 

Usage based road pricing possibly coupled with a differential rate depending upon vehicle type and age may 

be the most effective approach for reducing traffic originating air pollution but would be complex. 

 

  



Themes from CommentsThemes from CommentsThemes from CommentsThemes from Comments    
 

The most frequently mentioned issues in (descending order below) were: 

Segregated Cycle Highways 

This was by far the most common subject of the comments received (twice as many as the next issue 

mentioned). Perception was generally very negative - respondents felt that their introduction had 

noticeably worsened traffic congestion. While acknowledging that they were used during rush hours, 

they were empty for most of the day denying road space to other forms of transport on congested 

adjacent lanes. There is clearly minimal appetite for any more of these amongst our residents and 

workers, some people said that they would like to see them removed. 

Air Quality 

This was the next most mentioned concern – it is clear that this is a very serious issue for our 

residents and workers. People feel that urgent action is needed. 

Lack of Enforcement 

This was mentioned by several respondents – if this was beefed up and illegal waiting (private hire 

vehicles) and unloading controlled, people feel that traffic congestion would improve. 

Utility Works  

People feel that utility works could be better coordinated and more attempts made to minimise 

closures by off peak working, and temporary reinstatements. 

Idling  

Parked and stationery vehicles idling were mentioned – this is related to the enforcement issue and 

is a contributor to the air pollution problem. 

Deliveries 

Moving deliveries outside the day generally drew support – residents were concerned about sleep 

disturbance and evening deliveries near residences would avoid this. 

Light Phasing 

This was thought to unnecessarily delay traffic. TfL control this throughout London including the City, 

and often adjust timings to smooth flows across the whole network. This may result in delays in the 

City to avoid build-ups elsewhere.  

 

A large number of other important points were raised in the comments which are included in full in 

the next section. 

 

 

  



Appendix 1 Appendix 1 Appendix 1 Appendix 1 ----    Comments ReceivedComments ReceivedComments ReceivedComments Received    
 

Transport Modes UsedTransport Modes UsedTransport Modes UsedTransport Modes Used    

I get a lift on a scooter most days; other days I use the train and underground 

The air quality I experience has notably declined since the new bike lanes were introduced, leaving pedestrians 

only a handful of seconds every few minutes at Ludgate Circus to cross - meaning that we are left standing at 

the junction for minutes, breathing very polluted air. This needs re-phasing so that pedestrians (and everyone 

is a pedestrian at some stage in their journey) are not so utterly disadvantaged. 

Why have you not included river boat services and said 'DLR' explicitly also?  Mirrors the disconnect. 

Running. 

Bike lanes create congestion. Road closures create congestion. Poor / unintelligent traffic light phasing creates 

congestion.  Making it harder for cars to move around is not the solution.  

I am against special lanes for cyclists.  They are overwhelmingly 30-something males who like to take their 

exercise in public.  Clear the main roads for lorries, buses and cars. 

I ride a motorcycle to work. 

Use River Bus for commuting. 

I commute by cycling and walk around for lunch or a "constitutional" at lunch time. 

8am - 8pm i either walk or go by underground  

Pedestrian crossing by Blackfriars station is very dangerous and the different lights are not linked  

There are regularly what appear to be private cars idling for long periods in Whitefriars St. Can you please ask 

your enforcement officers to speak to these individuals and ask them to turn their engines off? This is a daily 

occurrence and idling can go on for longer than 5 minutes. Idling vehicles are also a significant cause of 

pollution in this area.  

I am not counting the overground trains I take to get to the City that does not enter the square mile; only train 

journeys in and across the city 

The traffic congestion in the City has become nothing short of ridiculous. I moved to Cambridge Heath around 

a year and a half ago. I was able at the time to get the Overground to Liverpool Street and then a bus to Fleet 

Street, all within half an hour or so. Now just taking a bus from Liverpool Street to Fleet Street would take me 

over an hour. I think this is in no small part due to the cycle highways, which have taken up (for no apparent 

reason) two lanes of traffic, at the expense of all other commuters using public transport. It is a very sorry 

state of affairs. 

Since the introduction of the cycle highway the transport infrastructure does not work 

We keep our car in Baynard House Car Park and easy access to and from Embankment and Fleet Street are 

important to us. 

  



Traffic Reduction OptionsTraffic Reduction OptionsTraffic Reduction OptionsTraffic Reduction Options    

Buses are getting excessively slow in the city area, almost unusable. Optimizing bus routes is probably 

necessary but reducing the number may be a problem. Said that having a lot of buses going very slowly is not 

useful, so re-routing may be required.  

Banning bike lanes would assist traffic flow and therefore pollution. However, the main problem is to control 

the number of commercial vehicles, and especially on road parking which again reduces traffic flow 

The bullet has to be bitten. Measures against pollution have to be taken and the predictable howls of protest 

cannot prevail over the health of the people.  

Free up roads from calming measures so traffic moves more frequently 

Why can't we move to clean cars. They should be subsidised. Why can't lorries doing deliveries do the at night.  

I agree with "optimising bus routes", but do not agree with reducing bus numbers as I think this would 

encourage people to use taxis and other private hire vehicles, and would thus be counter-productive. 

Difficult to comment as occasionally I come into the city during the weekend and would not want to be 

charged for driving into central London.    

Traffic Smoothing OptionsTraffic Smoothing OptionsTraffic Smoothing OptionsTraffic Smoothing Options    

Deliveries outside peak time should be considered, especially in area of low residential impact, but even if 

there is some residential impact this may be preferable than day time congestion. Not sure what is meant by 

Loading restrictions. The extremely large number of construction sites in the city is definitely creating 

problems in this sense. Planning permissions should also consider the traffic impact of the construction sites. 

One thing that drives us mad is the blatant violation of bus zones by supermarket lorries. This is however 

typical of the joke that passes for enforcement of regulatory legislation in this country.  

Loading restrictions - loading/unloading take what it takes to unload, admin, etc. Applying a reason restriction 

is an option but how long is reasonable? 

I think banning lorries from daytime travel would help. Only entering central London between 8pm - 6am for 

example.  

Requiring utility companies to carry out road works at night or at off peak times, temporarily reinstating the 

carriageway with steel plates between work periods. 

I have noticed the extremely large number of large construction and delivery vehicles in the area at peak 

times.  It would useful to encourage those vehicles to travel off peak. 

Evening/night deliveries seems like a particular good idea in non-residential areas of the City 

People need to load. An essential facet of a successful city is to allow free movement of vehicles and allow 

loading parking to facilitate movement and the ability to do what you need to at your destination.  Making it 

harder for vehicles is not a solution. That just makes things worse.  

Depends on the type of deliveries as currently I live above a pub and am woken up by noisy deliveries with 

barrels being rolled and shouting before 6am 

Other large cities have policies around delivery and works vehicles that they can only operate out of peak 

times, often overnight. I would strongly support this in the City - there is a relatively low proportion of 

residents who would be inconvenienced by this and most of them not on the main routes. 

Residents and businesses need deliveries. Evenings are okay , but we already suffer disturbance from night-

time deliveries in the early hours (e.g. 2.30 a.m.) 

Also, asking utilities providers to coordinate road works (gas, electricity, phone...) and fine those companies 

who take longer than planned. Restrict possibility for privates to occupy lanes and roads for building works 

that restrict traffic and cause greater emissions from idling cars. 

For residents moving to evenings and nights is going to be very disruptive  



Loading restriction increases have a problem of enforcement 

Evening / off-peak deliveries must not take place between 11pm and 7am within 100 meters of residential 

properties. 

To avoid sleep disruption to residents I would suggested that evening deliveries are piloted rather than after 

midnight. 

Delivery drivers have no regard for rules consistently parking on double yellow and double red 

Once again, would trial periods of some of these actions not be helpful to see how the community responds? 

There should be very stiff fines for private hire cabs which just wait in the road on yellow/double yellow and 

important trunk routes - this is a major cause of traffic disruption.  

Active Transport Encouragement OptionsActive Transport Encouragement OptionsActive Transport Encouragement OptionsActive Transport Encouragement Options    

I feel that it is not the number of vehicles that is the problem, but the amount of time they are held at 

junctions, often waiting for phantom pedestrians to cross, at all times of the day and night. 

Complete madness to do anything that reduces the frequency of public transport - that is a pretty un-green 

suggestion.  Especially in the context of current plans to make remainder of bus stock eco-friendly. 

Traffic light sequences need to be altered. More roundabouts instead of traffic lights as they do in Europe 

The problem would be gone if everything was electric. Free parking, no congestion charge and other incentives 

for no emission vehicles, if they don’t have already. 

Car bans should be during peak times only 

Remove cycle super high way and ban cyclists 

And why do lorries not feature in the banned list? They are more polluting and dangerous to walkers and 

cyclists. 

See previous comment. Get rid of bike lanes. Rephrase lights and have intelligent / dynamic light phasing.  

Active TransportActive TransportActive TransportActive Transport    

Segregated cycle lanes use up lots of space and create an environment where motor vehicle users do not have 

to pay attention to cyclists.  It also discourages cyclists to be aware of their environment.  In cycle-friendly 

countries this is not a requirement as cyclist and motor vehicle users understand and respect each other’s 

mode of transport. 

The existing pavements seem mostly sufficient for the use of pedestrians, widening them will restrict the road 

causing more traffic congestion. Cycle lanes are very good but again too many of them may reduce excessively 

the road space and create more congestion and pollution. 

The roads are too small already so it would be madness to make them smaller. 

The creation of dedicated cycle pathways has been a very mixed blessing. E.g., the disaster area at the foot of 

Ludgate Hill or the appalling congestion of the Embankment, all down to the E W bikeway (or whatever it's 

called)  

Cycle lanes are used at peak times only in the main and cause major road hold ups.  Cyclists need to abide by 

rules of the roads and that would stop some of the problems. 

Unless the roads are reconfigured as they are on the Continent more cycle lanes do nothing to reduce traffic. 

The cycle lanes have led to increased queuing for cars etc. and increased pollution levels. 

There is already significant space for cyclists. 

There has been enough of a move to cycle lanes in the area. 

Cycle routes when/if used are frequently empty or have small numbers of users for most of the day which 

adds to congestion. During peak times, there seems to be a better take up but for most of the time the cyclist 

routes are underused. Like time controlled bus routes, it should be possible to use cycle lanes at non-peak 



times. The segregation detailing needs to be properly considered. ALL cyclists should be required to undertake 

cycling proficiency tests as road users much the same as drivers and motorcyclists do There may be some 

pavement areas where there is a high volume of pedestrian 

Narrowing roads for pedestrians & cyclists has already had a huge negative impact on road users who need to 

access for services needed for supplies, like it or not. This is not the answer.   

If only London could become genuinely cycle-friendly.   

Taking away space for traffic will only make the problem worse 

Also, more pedestrian only routes. 

Air PollutionAir PollutionAir PollutionAir Pollution    

Diesel vehicles were encouraged and the cost to those that took this advice will be punished. 

There should also be measures to encourage vehicles that automatically stop engine at traffic lights or 

discourage the ones that don't. A lot of pollution is caused by engines running when vehicles are still. 

These will fade out over time and will not make the most difference - penalising people who may not be able 

to afford replacements is not the answer 

Would ban all 4x4's, they are completely un-necessary in London 

You'd need to match the 'ban' with compensation or reduced prices on low impact vehicles. We bought diesel 

because we were told it was better for the environment. 

Older people need to be able to travel, but perhaps not at peak times. Care must be taken not to unreasonably 

penalise poorer people on whom the City depends 

With potential carve-out for taxi drivers / initiatives for the City to support taxi manufacturers in the 

production of non-ZEC taxis. 

In theory, I support this but in practice I don't believe it will have any helpful impact. The London clean air zone 

seems to just result in older vehicles taking more journeys up to the boundary then swapping with cleaner 

vehicles. I think the solution must look at reducing the number of vehicles in total.  

The government taxed people into diesels. Now you want to ban them. Where is the rule of law. You need to 

be consistent. If you ban diesel you punish those who can't afford to change. You also need an exemption for 

black cabs until they are all replaced in the ordinary course. Which will be years and years. 

General CommentsGeneral CommentsGeneral CommentsGeneral Comments    

The management of traffic lights needs to be looked into. The lights in this area of the city seem to take a very 

long time to change and I see vehicles stopping at light with engines on for a long time. Pedestrian crossing 

should be revised maybe introducing some diagonal crossing (like Oxford circus) as well. The large number of 

constructions sites are high contributors to pollution (heavy vehicles) so planning should take in consideration 

this impact. 

As already stated, the point has been reached where the disaster that is London's atmosphere has to be 

addressed immediately and brutally.   But knowing how this country operates (doesn't operate in fact) we are 

not convinced it will be. Prove us wrong! 

More tube capacity / bus capacity that runs on time. 

The cost of the C-Charge is not the problem. The cause of the congestion is the lack of measures to allow 

traffic to flow freely, constant roadworks (e.g. Fetter Lane is constantly subject to roadworks.  No sooner has 

one set of works finished, than another begins, and it's not only Fetter Lane where this happens.  As for 

pollution, cleaner vehicles should be strongly encouraged. 

I live and work in London with my family, and I think reducing air pollution should be the number one priority 

for our politicians, even if we have to make compromises.  I'm grateful you are taking it seriously. 

Building pollution filtering towers, more greenery, work from home schemes 



One of the big issues is people park/pull over and leave engines running while sitting in the car on the phone 

or waiting for someone.  This has to be banned and ban monitored/infringement addressed.  

Suggest you set out a vision for London to be the greenest capital city in the world. 

Greater control of delivery times; reduce number of buses covering similar routes-have a type of park and 

drive system so that passengers take buses to key points and then change to cross City/West End routes to 

reduce number of empty buses cruising around for much of the day ie between 10.00 and 4.00pm.  

Although I approve of cyclist safety without question, I don't think cycle highways are an improvement for 

road users or pedestrians.   

Requiring utility companies to carry out road works at night or at off peak times, temporarily reinstating the 

carriageway with steel plates between work periods. 

BUILDING SITE /CONSTRUCTION DELIVERY IN CITY AREA (4 SQ MILES ) CENTRE RESTRICTED TO 8PM- 5AM PLUS 

MORE PEDESTRIAN ONLY ROADS /WALKWAYS  + MORE TREES  

Speed up introduction of electric and hydrogen fuel cells card 

The biggest contributor to traffic in our area is the introduction of the cycle lanes which take up half of the 

road and force traffic into one lane each way. These lanes are empty for a significant part of the day with no 

recourse for cars to use the space outside of rush hours. 

Not sure it would work, but car-pooling should also be recommended for those who still want to use private 

cars. Staggering arrivals (deliveries, vs. building/road works, City workers) may help also keep the traffic fluid 

and reduce emissions? 

If buses and trains were more reliable and fairly priced, road usage would decrease.  

Actively promoting non-emission forms of transport is a must! But consideration also needs to go into the 

impact of banning polluting vehicles i.e. Just pushing the pollution out to other areas  

Has anyone studied the effect of bike hire?  Has a study on current vehicle use and possible alternatives been 

done? 

As a daily cyclist in the City, the frequency with which lorries and trucks making deliveries kill cyclists is 

extremely alarming. They should be stopped from making deliveries during the rush hour.    Also, black cabs 

need to be banned from the City at rush hour. I've nearly been killed before by black cabs' dangerous driving 

behaviour, and individual drivers have an unpleasant habit of being verbally abusive with other road users. 

In terms of idling generally, I would be in favour of a local bylaw making idling over 1 minute something that 

can be fined, and to allow footage to be submitted via an app. 

Please see the article Rivas, I, et al. "Exposure to air pollutants during commuting in London" 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.envint.2017.01.019 

You absolutely need to get this air pollution problem sorted as a priority - it is not yet getting sufficient 

attention from policy makers across all levels of government.  

I am very concerned about safety for pedestrians on the very busy and complicated road and cycle lane 

junction between Blackfriars and Unilever House. Ludgate Circus is much safer. 

Banning of large polluting vehicles in the city  

Consider fining coaches, lorries and any vehicle that leaves their engine running on the road while parked.  

I genuinely believe that London is the best city in the world.  I cannot tell you how distressed I am seeing it 

being treated the way it is - it cannot cope with the demands you are placing on it.  Trying to get around 

London is now one of the most stressful things about my day.  Interesting that not one of your questions has 

asked about roadworks or road closures .... Perhaps if you also addressed that issue along with how you go 

about implementing change .... 

There should be a happy medium for all, people who have homes in the city need to get to them with their 

vehicles  



Ludgate Circus is now a mess for traffic increased waiting and increased pollution. 

Planning has been poor and authorities allow cyclists and vehicles to break rules and suffer no consequences 

e.g. parking ignoring red lights, using pavements.  In summary, Central London has been ruined for good and 

businesses will soon leave as will residents 

I would like to see results of quarterly or other air quality monitoring printed/presented in some City of 

London newsletter. 

I live just off Fleet Street with my young family and I feel strongly about this issue. Often, I see a long line of 

empty buses (at least 8) along Fleet Street and this is also something that needs resolving 

In case it isn't clear from the above comments, I feel very strongly that the advent of the cycle-superhighways 

has made life almost intolerable as a driver in central London. For City residents who actually need a car, it has 

added considerably to every single journey time. This is especially infuriating given that the lanes are empty 

most of the day, and stationary vehicles are worse for the environment. The obvious steps to alleviate 

pressure are not to attack private car owners yet again, but to employ a more rational cycle lane scheme 

which could take less than half the road space occupied by the current one why are those huge sections of 

pavement between cycle lanes and vehicle lanes necessary?!) and be operative only a peak times to make the 

space available for vehicles the rest of the day; by taking action to curb and ultimately reduce the number of 

private hire vehicles which can swarm in particular areas (i.e. reduce permit issuance by TfL which has reached 

insane proportions with no regard to the consequence for the road network - it's not simply thousands of extra 

private hire vehicles - it's thousands of private hire vehicles which will constantly congregate in the same areas 

and who are often poor drivers with no idea where they are going) and employ heavy fines for private hire 

vehicles which obstruct roads while waiting for business; consolidate bus routes, and manage bus flow more 

effectively - the buses on Ludgate Hill are empty more often than not. 



Appendix 2 Appendix 2 Appendix 2 Appendix 2 ––––    All QueAll QueAll QueAll Questions stions stions stions ––––    All RespondentsAll RespondentsAll RespondentsAll Respondents    

 

 

 

 


